eXPRS Pro Tip for DD Foster Care Providers
Foster Care Provider Credential Information now in eXPRS

Did you know ...

... Foster Care provider record credential information can now be seen when FC providers login to eXPRS?

eXPRS was updated to display the credential information for FC providers in eXPRS when they login. This credential information shown will be for the FC services provider record(s) associated to the FC provider’s eXPRS user account. The information for each FC service Medicaid number shows when the:

- **CHC Expires** – will show as N/A for FC providers, as the CHC is validated as part of the FC site license/certification process.
- **PEAA Expires** – the last date your FC PEAA is valid. If Not Found is listed, that means your FC record was converted to be used in eXPRS & this information will be updated when the record is renewed/updated.
- **Approved to Work Expires** - the last valid date of that FC record’s site license/certification date.

FC providers cannot have services paid past the Approved to Work expiration date, as that date corresponds to the site license/certification end date. It is important for FC providers to know their credential information so they can coordinate with the CDDP to get their FC site license/certification & Approved to Work status renewed timely to prevent gaps in payment.